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Abstract: Accurate modeling of small molecules substantially reduces the logistical effort and time
consumption to discover and then obtain chemicals with various applications. Molecular stereochem-
istry is fundamentally involved in the intermolecular interactions that give rise to biological activity.
Establishing the configuration of the asymmetric carbon in diastereomers can be decisive in drug
design. In the presented analytical technique, on the basis of quantitative structure–fragmentation
relationship (QSFR), mass–energy profiles obtained by electron ionization mass spectrometry (EI-MS)
for analytes are used, along with some profiles for candidate structures calculated by quantum
chemical (QC) methods. Our paper establishes the analytical conditions that lead to the best match-
ing scores of such profiles corresponding to the actual structures for some isomers of acetalized
monosaccharides. The optimization was achieved by group validation of five analytes, using four
independent variables: the QC method, the descriptor of calculated energy, the impact energy of
electrons, and the descriptor of experimental energy. The true structures were obtained using experi-
mental profiles obtained at low electronic impact energies, and profiles were calculated using the DFT
(B3LYP/6-31G) and RM1 QC methods. The double quantification of the ionic mass and the energy
that generates it, for only a few primary ions of the mass spectrum, even allows the differentiation of
acetalized diastereomers.

Keywords: mass–energy profiles; mass spectrometry (MS); quantitative structure–fragmentation
relationship (QSFR); molecule recognition; diastereomers

1. Introduction

Accurate modeling of small molecules is a useful starting point in stereochemical struc-
ture identification. This approach substantially reduces the logistical and time-consuming
effort to discover and then obtain chemicals with various applications. For example, molec-
ular symmetry/asymmetry is essentially involved in the intermolecular interactions that
give rise to biological activity. In turn, identifying the configuration of asymmetric carbon
atoms in diastereomers may be decisive in structure-based drug design. Recent studies
show such investigations, especially those related to the biological interactions of chiral
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phytochemicals for the rapid discovery of potential drugs in SARS-CoV-2 [1]. The transfer
of the biologically active structure from in silico to in vitro requires precise analytical meth-
ods to discriminate it from its isomers. Quantitative structure–fragmentation relationship
(QSFR) techniques based on mass spectrometry could be a solution for controlling the
bioactive structure along the entire path from synthesis to its use.

The continuous increase in the number of chemical compounds and their isomers in
databases makes their recognition and tracing increasingly subtle and difficult to achieve.
Chemical analysis methods must cope with the identification of more and more similar
structures to eliminate false-positive candidates. In the case of establishing the isomer
symmetry, no orthogonal analytical method is superfluous because only the convergence
of as many analytical results as possible can provide structural certainty [2–4].

Chromatography and mass spectrometry (MS) are orthogonal methods of analysis
because they are based on different physicochemical processes. The coupling of chromatog-
raphy with mass spectrometry has offered the possibility of analyzing complex mixtures
of analytes [5]. In addition to the classical use of standards, they use new variants of data
processing and interpretation, which have been effectively translated to computational
molecular simulation approaches [6–8].

In some QSFR analytical techniques using mass–energy profiles in mass spectrometry,
the experimental profile resulting from the mass spectrum is compared with the calculated
profiles for the candidate structures. Maximum fit for the proper structure should be
obtained if the calculated energy descriptors correctly describe the fragmentation [7,8].
For these techniques, the use of elements of the “lock and key” concept of enzymology (E.
Fischer) [9] can be intuitive and productive. In this approach, the “lock” would describe
the fragmentation mass–energy profile associated with the mass spectrum of the analyte,
and the “keys” would be the computed mass–energy profiles for the candidate structures.
However, breakdown graphs show that the relativity of ionic intensities in the mass
spectrum is in a continuous dynamic depending on the impact energies [10]. Many other
factors may influence this relativity. Therefore, it is to be expected that, even for the true
structure, the maximum matching of the calculated and experimental mass–energy profiles
will be achieved only under certain conditions, or maybe not at all. This situation leads to
an analytical impossibility because there are many profiles (keys) that can be calculated
for a certain structure; on the other hand, the profile of the lock is not stable, whereby,
for a structure, many mass spectra can be obtained, containing different ionic relativities.
Another concept in enzymology, “induced fit” (D. Koshland), could provide a solution
to this situation by using the matching score of the profiles [9]. Such matching scores
can be calculated for all possible key–lock pairs generated by the factors that influence
the dynamics of the calculated and experimental profiles. The maximum score should
correspond to the actual structure.

Since QSFR techniques have been proven capable of identifying isomers with similar
structures and mass spectra [7,8], our study aims to determine if this type of analysis will
have good results in the case of some acetalized diastereomers of some monosaccharides.
The QSFR technique presented here uses the well-known correlation between enthalpies
and Gibbs energies, along with ionic currents (IC), as a tool for mining chemical structures
from many calculated mass–energy profiles for the possible structures of the analyte. In the
analytical context mentioned above, our study has the following main objectives: (i) the
extension of the QSFR analytical technique based on mass–energy profiles to structural
isomers and acetalized diastereomers of some monosaccharides; (ii) the simulation of
structural analysis for five such isomers using the mining of experimental profiles obtained
by mass spectrometry, in the set of quantum chemical (QC)-calculated mass–energy profiles
for the candidate structures; (iii) the establishment of the analytical conditions that lead
to the best matching scores between the experimental and calculated profiles, such that
they indicate the true structures; (iv) the detailed presentation of the chemical structure
mining algorithm and the relationship for the calculation of the profile matching score,
in order to disseminate this QSFR technique; (v) the validation of QC-calculated mass–
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energy profiles for such isomers, located in a database obtained in a previous work [11].
The main novelty of the work is that the mining of isomeric structures is conducted in
parallel in two databases with mass–energy profiles, by calculating the matching score.
One of the databases was quantum chemically calculated in a previous study [11]. The
other was obtained in the present paper from the mass spectrometry analysis of the five
isomeric chemical standards. Furthermore, the fulfillment of each of these objectives has
an original conception and/or route. The optimization of the technique was achieved by
group validation of analytes, a variant frequently used in chromatography because it can
simultaneously cover a variety of structures [6,8]. The optimization used four independent
variables: the quantum chemical (QC) method, the descriptor of calculated energy, the
impact energy (IE) of electrons, and the descriptor of experimental energy. If the mass–
energy profiles, calculated and experimental, contain real structural information about the
analytes, then the best matching score should correspond to its true positive structures.

2. Materials and Methods

For the validation and optimization of this technique based on QSFR, five structures
of acetalized monosaccharides were assigned to the five corresponding chemical standards.
For a first stage of optimization and validation of this QSFR technique, the mass–energy
profiles calculated for the five candidate structures and the mass–energy profiles resulting
from the mass spectra of the respective standards were used. In the absence of a QSFR
algorithm for mining chemical structures implemented on personal computers, the group
distribution of five analytes to five candidate structures seems feasible from a logistical and
time/effort-consuming perspective.

2.1. Calculated Mass–Energy Profiles

Each mass–energy profile consists of a series of pairs of m/z values and energies
necessary for the formation of the respective ions. Semiempirical methods such as RM1 and
PM7, as well as functional B3LYP, are currently used to calculate the activation energy de-
scriptors of molecular fragmentation in EI-MS, since the fragmentation is an intramolecular
transformation. Any other QC method can be used to generate these descriptors because
the mining algorithm removes any energy profile that does not provide the maximum
docking score. The mass–energy profiles calculated in a previous paper with HyperChem
8.0.10, MOPAC2012, and Gaussian 09 software were used (Tables A1–A4) [11–14]. They
correspond to structures 1–5 from Figure 1. In these profiles, the strings of the calculated
and experimental energy descriptors correspond to the ionic masses in ascending order. In
this QSFR-based technique, the calculated energy descriptors were enthalpies and Gibbs
energies of ion formation (∆fHion or ∆fGion) and enthalpies and Gibbs energies of fragmen-
tation (∆fHfrag or ∆fGfrag), respectively. They were calculated with Equations (1) and (2),
respectively:

∆fHfrag = ∆fH (Ii
+) + Σ∆fH (Fi) − ∆fH (M), (1)

∆fGfrag = ∆fG (Ii
+) + Σ∆fG (Fi) − ∆fG (M), (2)

where ∆fH (Ii
+) is the formation enthalpy of the resulted fragmentation ion, Σ∆fH (Fi) is the

sum of the formation enthalpies of accompanying fragments, and ∆fH (M) is the molecular
enthalpy of candidate structure. The meanings are similar for ∆fG [11]
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(3), DAF (diacetone-D-fructose) (4), and DAS (diacetone-L-sorbose) (5). Through the 
perspective of the “Lock and Key” concept, the calculated profiles represent the keys. 
Each of them contains five of the seven “pins” representing the primary ion energies used 
in the analysis, possibly obtained from the candidate structures 1–5 in the mass spec-
trometer (Table 1). 
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Figure 1. 1,2:5,6-di-O-isopropylidene-α-D-glucofuranose (1), 2,3:5,6-di-O-isopropylidene-α-D-
mannofuranose (2), 1,2:3,4-di-O-isopropylidene-α-D-galactopyranose (3), 2,3:4,5-di-O-isopropylidene-
β-D-fructopyranose (4), and 2,3:4,6-di-O-isopropylidene-α-L-sorbofuranose (5).

For ease of reference, they were also assigned the following acronyms: DAG (diacetone-
D-glucose) (1), DAM (diacetone-D-mannose) (2), DAGal (diacetone-D-galactose) (3), DAF
(diacetone-D-fructose) (4), and DAS (diacetone-L-sorbose) (5). Through the perspective
of the “Lock and Key” concept, the calculated profiles represent the keys. Each of them
contains five of the seven “pins” representing the primary ion energies used in the analysis,
possibly obtained from the candidate structures 1–5 in the mass spectrometer (Table 1).

Table 1. The seven predicted primary ions of isomers 1–5.

Primary Ion Fragmentation

m/z 245 [M–CH3
•]+

m/z 229 See Figure 1
m/z 187 [M–acetone–CH3

•]+

m/z 171 [M–acetone–HOCH2
•]+

m/z 159 See Figure 1
m/z 127 [M–2×acetone–HO•]+

m/z 101 See Figure 1

The absence of some energy values from the calculated profiles indicates differences
in primary fragmentations between the candidate structures. Thus, the ions at m/z 245,
m/z 187, and m/z 127 had calculated energies for all structures (1–5). This is because each
of them could fragment into those ions by losing methyl, hydroxyl and/or one or two
molecules of acetone (Table 1, Figure 1). Instead, several cells in Tables A1–A4 contain
the letter “a” for “absent” because the candidate structures could not form the respective
primary ions. Thus, the ions at m/z 229 and m/z 171 appeared only for structures 3–5
because they explicitly contain the –CH2OH group, which the other structures (1 and 2)
do not contain (Figure 1, Tables 1 and A1–A4). Similarly, the ions at m/z 159 and m/z 101
appeared only for structures 1 and 2, as they explicitly contain the –C5H9O2 group, which
the other structures (3–5) do not contain (Figure 1, Tables 1 and A1–A4) [11].

Primary ions result from the cleavage of a single chemical bond from the molecular
structure, accompanied or not by the elimination of some small molecules. Their formation
requires small fragmentation energies compared to those of ions that are formed after
multiple molecular cleavages. If primary ions with the same m/z originate from different
molecular structures, they will need different energies for their formation. QC methods
were even able to highlight energetic differences, indeed minor, between the mass–energy
profiles of some acetalized diastereomers of monosaccharides [11].
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2.2. Experimental Mass–Energy Profiles

In the mass spectrometer, each molecule under analysis receives energy that deter-
mines the ionization and release of ions, radicals, and smaller molecules (Table 1). The
experimental mass–energy profiles are composed of strings of pairs, m/z, and descriptors
of the energy consumed in the formation of the respective primary ion.

2.2.1. Reference Standards and Mass Spectrometry

Sugar-based acetals are common substrates in carbohydrate synthesis [15]. De Jongh
and Biemann described the relationship between EI mass spectra of O-isopropylidene
derivatives and their molecular weight, ring size and position, and the stereochemistry of
the monosaccharide precursors, thus highlighting the importance of information obtained
by such analyses in the structure elucidation and identification of monosaccharides [16].
Working at low energy levels for the molecule ionization offers the advantage of simplifying
the mass spectra while providing for a quick examination and interpretation. However,
diagnostic ions, which would allow the determination of the structure based on the mass
spectrum alone, have not been identified for each of these isomers [17].

Using the commercially (Aldrich and Fluka) available standards 1–5 (Figure 1), 5 mg/mL
solutions of these in methylene chloride were prepared. For gas chromatography/mass
spectrometry (GC–MS) analysis, a Hewlett Packard HP 6890 Series gas chromatograph,
coupled with a Hewlett Packard 5973 mass-selective detector (MSD) system, was used
in positive ion mode (calibration factor 1.0). An HP-5 MS capillary column (30 m length,
0.25 mm i.d., 0.25 µm film thickness) was chosen for the separation step. The temperature
program was set up from 100 ◦C to 250 ◦C with 15 ◦C/min; both the injector and the
detector temperatures were set at 280 ◦C, and He was used as the carrier gas. The injection
volume was 1 µL. Ionization energies of 70, 20, 15, 10, and 5 eV were used for the mass
spectrometry experiments, with a source temperature of 150 ◦C. Ionization energy is the
most important factor in the optimization of this QSFR technique, because (i) it greatly
influences the values of ICs, thus ensuring a large dispersion of the mass–energy profiles,
(ii) EI-MS is the biggest consumer of resources and time from the analytic workflow, and
must be optimized, and (iii) the 5–70 eV range is accessible to the usual devices with MSD.
The MSD was operated in full-scan acquisition mode between m/z 34 and 400 to obtain the
total ion chromatogram (TIC). Automatic background subtraction was applied to obtain
clean and interference-free mass spectra [17].

2.2.2. Experimental Energy Descriptors

The mass spectrum does not explicitly provide energies. Instead, the energy received
by the fragmentable structure, as well as the transformation induced by it, is what estab-
lishes the relativity of the IC intensities in the spectrum. High ionic stabilities (describable
by enthalpies and Gibbs energies of formation) cause the appearance of large ICs, while
high fragmentation activation energies (describable by enthalpies and Gibbs energies of
fragmentation) produce small ICs [18]. Although ion intensities are essential in quanti-
tative mass spectrometry, more and more studies use ion intensities to obtain structural
information [19,20]. Even in the chemistry of sugars, a recent study used the ratio of
ionic intensities for the differentiation of sugar moieties from saponins and to establish
their number [21]. The relationship between the energy of the bonds’ cleavage during
the fragmentation of the analyte and the IC in the spectrum was revealed by numerous
equations. They either have a quasi-linear form (Equation (A1)) or a quasi-exponential one
(Equation (A2)) [18,22]. Therefore, IC and ln IC could be useful descriptors of the activation
energies for the fragmentations.

2.3. The Matching Score of the Mass–Energy Profiles

The linear correlation function (Pearson) was used to calculate the matching score of
the calculated energy descriptors with the experimental ones. This function has already
proven its efficiency in the group identification of six positional isomers of tetrachlorinated
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biphenyls [8]. Thus, the series of energies calculated for the ions resulting from the primary
fragmentation of the candidate structure was compared with the series of energy descriptors
(IC or ln IC) from the spectrum of the standard. The linear correlation index Ri was,
thus, obtained.

The matching of the masses from the calculated and experimental profiles was assessed
by the (n − mi)/n ratio, where n is the number of primary ions used to filter the five
candidate structures (seven ions in this case, Table 1), while mi is the number of mismatches
in the sequence of values and, therefore, of empty places in the correlated series of energy
descriptors (Tables A1–A5). The difference (n − mi) represents the number of pairs of
energy descriptors that can be formed for the candidate structures and the mass spectra
(namely enthalpies and ICs or ln ICs pairs) to establish the score. Since mi ≤ n, it follows
that (n − mi)/n is a positive subunit number or it has a zero value. In other words, the
(n − mi)/n ratio quantifies the matching of the analyte’s primary fragmentation with that
of the candidate structure. Thus, the absence of a primary ion from the mass spectrum
decreases the matching score. The calculation formula from Equation (1) provides the
individual scores in percentages (Pi(%)):

Pi(%) = 100 × (1 − Ri·(n − mi)/n)/2. (3)

Since the simulation of the analysis is conducted in a group of five analytes, the score
for each variant of structural attribution is the arithmetic mean of five individual scores:

P(%) = (P1 + . . . + P5)/5. (4)

Equation (3) reduces the matching score if the “key” or “lock” does not contain all the
“pins” (energies). Nevertheless, the sequence of candidate structures is not eliminated but
only relegated to the list of possible variants. Therefore, Equations (3) and (4) can allow the
quantification of calculated and experimental mass–energy profile matching for structural
analysis by mass spectrometry. These equations were kept constant throughout the data
processing because their optimization was not the subject of this work. Since a commercial
application for personal computers that calculates the matching score of the mass–energy
profiles has not been developed, we designed accessible worksheets in MS Excel.

2.4. Design of Experiments

The following independent factors were considered for the calculated profiles (Table 2):

• The quantum chemical methods, used in four variants for the calculation of en-
thalpies (∆fH) and Gibbs energies (∆fG): RM1, PM7, DFT (B3LYP/6-31G) ∆fH, and
DFT (B3LYP/6-31G) ∆fG,

• The calculated energy descriptors, in two variants: (∆fHion or ∆fGion) and (∆fHfrag or
∆fGfrag), and two independent factors for the experimental profiles (Table 2):

• The descriptors of experimental energy in two variants: IC and ln IC,
• The impact energy of electrons on five levels: 5, 10, 15, 20, and 70 eV.

The levels of the independent factors generated 4× 2× 5× 2 = 80 variants of matching
profiles. A list of scores corresponds to each variant. In turn, the score list contains A5

5 = 120
possibilities for distributing the five candidate structures for the five chemical standards.
The response factors which followed were the group matching scores (P(%)) and the place
(Rank S) occupied by the group with the true structures in the descending probability lists.
The lists with matching scores allowed the identification of the conditions in which the
technique correctly identified the structures.
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Table 2. The variable independent factors used in optimization and analytical validation.

Mass–Energy Profile Optimized by
Independent Variable Number of Levels Levels

Calculated

Variants of quantum
chemical method

4

RM1
PM7

DFT (B3LYP/6-31G) ∆fH
DFT (B3LYP/6-31G) ∆fG

Descriptors of calculated energy 2
Ionic energy (∆fHion or ∆fGion)

Fragmentation energy (∆fHfrag or ∆fGfrag)

Experimental

The impact energy of electrons 5

5 eV
10 eV
15 eV
20 eV
70 eV

Descriptors of
experimental energy 2

IC
ln IC

3. Results
3.1. Mass Spectra

Table A5 shows the primary ions and the corresponding ICs from the tabular mass
spectra recorded for the five chemical standards (DAF, DAG, DAGal, DAM, and DAS) at
five electronic impact energies (5, 10, 15, 20, and 70 eV).

3.2. Matching Scores of Mass–Energy Profiles

The matching algorithms were run in MS Excel worksheets (Figure 2a,b and
Supplementary Materials). In each worksheet, the P(%) score is calculated between the ta-
ble of experimental profiles (first one from the top) and each of the 120 variants of calculated
profiles found in the tables placed below (see Supplementary Materials).
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IC descriptor and ∆fGfrag calculated with the DFT (B3LYP/6-31G) method. The letter “a” indicates
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Matching scores were calculated using Equations (3) and (4). For each standard
(as analyte), the column in the matrix with experimental energy descriptor (IC or ln IC)
values is compared with the corresponding column in the matrix with calculated energy
descriptor values (Figure 2a,b). In this way, Ri × (n−mi)/n and then P(%) are obtained. This
operation is repeated for each of the 120 possible structural assignments. Cells with a green
background represent true-positive results, and those with a pink background represent
false-positive results. In the optimal analysis conditions, a simple inversion toward the
correct structural assignment (e.g., between the DAGal column and the DAM column in
the third table in Figure 2a,b, and Supplementary Materials), reduces the matching score of
the profiles, and the respective variant is pushed lower in the score list.

3.3. Scores Lists

The score lists bring together all 120 possible distributions of the five candidate struc-
tures for the five standards. They are placed in descending order of matching scores, P(%).
One such list was calculated for each of the 80 variants generated by the four variable factors
used for optimization. Each list of scores allowed for establishing the maximum probability
(Pmax) and the place (Rank S) occupied by the correct distribution of the structures (the
cells with green background in Figure 3). The lists (a) and (b) in Figure 3 correspond to the
spreadsheets (a) and (b), respectively, from Figure 2 (see also Supplementary Materials).
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Figure 3. Lists with matching scores of mass–energy profiles—the first 20 positions in descend-
ing order of P(%)—in the cases: (a) at 5 eV for ln IC descriptor and ∆fHfrag descriptor calcu-
lated by RM1 method; (b) at 5 eV for ln IC descriptor and ∆fGfrag descriptor calculated by DFT
(B3LYP/6-31G) method.

3.4. Validation and Optimization Panel

In Table 3, all 80 pairs of Pmax and Rank S are centralized on the basis of quantum
calculation variants. The analysis variant is correct and, therefore, useful only when the
maximum matching score is obtained for the true sequence of candidate structures, i.e.,
Pmax corresponds to Rank S = 1. This situation is fulfilled only in three variants for the
independent factors (formatted cells with green background in Table 3):
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• The ln IC descriptor from the mass spectrum at 5 eV and ∆fGfrag descriptor calculated
using the DFT (B3LYP/6-31G) method (Rank S = 1 at Pmax = 84.52%),

• The ln IC descriptor from the mass spectrum at 5 eV and ∆fHfrag descriptor calculated
using the RM1 method (Rank S = 1 at Pmax = 81.99%),

• The ln IC descriptor from the mass spectrum at 5 eV and ∆fHion descriptor calculated
using the RM1 method (Rank S = 1 at Pmax = 79.20%).

Table 3. The pairs of values for Rank S and Pmax were obtained at validation and optimization of the
technique with mass–energy profiles applied in EI-MS for identification of the considered acetalized
monosaccharide isomers. Cells with a green background indicate the variants that accurately establish
the chemical structures.

Experimental Descriptors→ IC ln IC

Calculated Descriptors→ Fragmentation Energy
(∆fHfrag or ∆fGfrag)

Ionic Energy
(∆fHion or ∆fGion)

Fragmentation Energy
(∆fHfrag or ∆fGfrag)

Ionic Energy
(∆fHion or ∆fGion)

EI QC Rank S Pmax Rank S Pmax Rank S Pmax Rank S Pmax
5 eV DFT ∆fG 9 79.6 6 80.35 1 84.52 4 79.37
10 eV DFT ∆fG 5 74.38 102 75.89 19 69.69 113 72.57
15 eV DFT ∆fG 14 69.97 114 73.54 62 64.71 114 69.24
20 eV DFT ∆fG 17 66.98 114 70.3 15 59.37 78 59.62
70 eV DFT ∆fG 13 63.55 115 70.31 15 55.56 90 60.43
5 eV DFT ∆fH 7 78.67 6 80.27 2 84.25 4 79.29
10 eV DFT ∆fH 8 72.81 102 75.86 15 71.42 113 72.61
15 eV DFT ∆fH 30 68.61 113 73.53 45 66.18 114 69.28
20 eV DFT ∆fH 46 66.99 113 70.23 20 62.08 78 59.17
70 eV DFT ∆fH 33 66.95 113 70.24 26 61.8 86 60.43
5 eV PM7 22 76.73 5 80.28 3 83.12 3 80.7
10 eV PM7 3 69.28 86 72.95 5 64.77 106 69.44
15 eV PM7 2 65.45 110 70.24 35 60.15 110 65.78
20 eV PM7 4 62.36 110 70.11 1 55.45 92 60.23
70 eV PM7 4 62.22 110 70.05 1 54.73 93 60.75
5 eV RM1 3 76.79 2 79.71 1 81.99 1 79.2
10 eV RM1 6 70.3 101 73.63 27 65.35 114 69.97
15 eV RM1 17 66.18 115 70.99 94 61.09 115 66.22
20 eV RM1 13 63.64 115 71.3 12 56.17 116 61.13
70 eV RM1 13 63.55 115 71.15 15 55.56 116 61.68

The PM7 method can also give Rank S = 1 (Table 3, cells with pink background), but
the respective variants only happen with a small probability (∼=55%) when compared with
the maximum. Profiles calculated with this method only offer Rank S = 3 for Pmax = 83.12%.
Thus, such a quantum method is not useful in a real analysis where the true structure is
established only with Pmax.

The table with the results of the technique’s optimization and validation (Table 3) can
be considered as a docking panel of the calculated mass–energy profiles with the experi-
mental ones. The maximum docking score (84.52%) correctly indicates the five structures.
The optimal conditions of independent factors that can ensure a correct structural analysis
show the following:

• There is a tendency to increase the score with decreased electronic impact energy. The
best match is performed above the ionization threshold in its vicinity.

• The ln IC descriptors offer better results than IC. For this reason, it can be assumed
that Equation (A2) is more appropriate to describe the kinetics of dissociation under
these optimal conditions.

• The DFT (B3LYP/6-31G) and RM1 quantum calculation methods provide useful values
in the description of energy fragmentation profiles of acetalized monosaccharide isomers.

• The ∆fGfrag and ∆fHfrag descriptors provide better results than the ∆fHion and
∆fGion descriptors.
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This first stage of optimization shows that the precision offered by the new QSFR
technique proposed in this work can discriminate between the structural isomers of some
acetalized diastereomers of monosaccharides into the group analysis variant. This precision
is insufficient for an individual analysis of such a structure. However, the results obtained
by the first stage of optimization open perspectives for improving precision through a
second stage by shortening the intervals of the analytical factors, increasing the mining
resolution in these intervals, improving mass spectrometry, QC methods, descriptors, etc.

4. Discussion

The double quantification of the ionic mass and the energy that generates it for only a
few primary ions of the mass spectra allows the differentiation of some structural isomers
and acetalized diastereomers of monosaccharides. The increase in the profile matching score
at low energy impact agrees with the quasi-equilibrium theory (QET) in mass spectrometry.
According to QET, the rate constant (k) of a unimolecular reaction is a function of the
reactants’ excess energy (E) in the transition state. Thus, k(E) strongly depends on the
internal energy distribution of any ion. However, there is an upper limit for the rate of
dissociation that is defined by the vibrational frequency of the bond to be cleaved [10,23].
Hence, at low impact energy, the excess energy E is small, and the activation energy E0
of the transition states becomes the main factor that establishes the relativity of the rate
constants, k(E), for the primary dissociations (Equations (A1) and (A2)). Under these
conditions, an increasing series of E0 energy descriptors (∆fHfrag or ∆fGfrag) corresponds to
a decreasing series of k(E) descriptors (IC or ln IC). As the electronic impact energy increases,
the vibrational frequency of the bond to be cleaved becomes an increasingly important
factor in determining k(E), thus altersing the alignment of the energy profiles. Multiple
cleavages and molecule isomerizations before fragmentation in the mass spectrometer can
also cover the analytical signal. However, the optimization shows that, at low electronic
impact energies, these disturbing factors become insignificant for this variant of this QSFR
technique with mass–energy profiles.

After this technique has demonstrated its effectiveness for the group analysis of
the considered isomers of acetalized monosaccharides, the next step consists of their
identification using the optimal variants established in this paper: ∆fGfrag and ∆fHfrag
energy descriptors calculated with the quantum DFT (B3LYP/6-31G) and RM1 methods,
respectively, and the experimental descriptor ln IC around the 5 eV impact energy.

5. Conclusions

Both QC computations and EI-MS can generate orthogonal mass–energy profiles, in
silico and in vitro, respectively, which can be used to discriminate the chosen isomers
of acetalized monosaccharides. The docking with the profile maximum scores in the
case of true-positive structures demonstrates the correctness of the data obtained with
some QC methods, the EI-MS equipment, and the theories that underpin the ionization–
fragmentation process. All the algorithms used in this QSFR technique can be easily
implemented on personal computers and constitute important candidates for the devel-
opment of applications for the automation of chemical analyses. However, a commercial
application for personal computers that uses the entire analytical workflow of this QSFR
technique has not been developed. Completing the databases of small organic molecules
with the computer-generated primary mass–energy profiles, together with the technique of
their docking to the experimental profiles presented here, could become a generalized tool
for the discrimination of isomeric organic molecules. Furthermore, the QSFR technique
presented here, which uses mass–energy profiles generated in silico, along with some
generated in vitro by mass spectrometry, can improve the accuracy of the current means of
conversion between virtual and real isomeric structures.
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Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/app13137530/s1, File S1: Matching Scores of Mass–Energy Profiles at 5 eV
for ln IC descriptor and ∆fHfrag calculated with the RM1 method (a) and the list with matching scores
of mass–energy profiles—120 positions in descending order of P(%) for ln IC descriptor and ∆fHfrag
descriptor calculated by RM1 method (b); File S2: Matching Scores of Mass–Energy Profiles at 5 eV
for ln IC descriptor and ∆fGfrag descriptor calculated by DFT (B3LYP/6-31G) method (a) and the list
with matching scores of mass–energy profiles—120 positions in descending order of P(%) for ln IC
descriptor and ∆fGfrag descriptor calculated by DFT (B3LYP/6-31G) method (b).
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Appendix A

Table A1. ∆fH (kcal/mol) database calculated with RM1 [11]. The letter “a” indicates the absence of
the respective value.

Structure→ DAF (4) DAG (1) DAGal (3) DAM (2) DAS (5)

∆fH(M) −283.1 −287.1 −282.6 −288.1 −286.7

∆fH (ion)
m/z 245 −96.6 −99.6 −97.3 −102.0 −101.8
m/z 229 −46.8 a −42.4 a −33.0
m/z 187 −34.2 −39.4 −36.4 −40.2 −4.1
m/z 171 34.5 a 9.6 a 37.0
m/z 159 a 11.7 a 8.8 a
m/z 127 103.7 105.1 87.2 79.4 134.0
m/z 101 a 98.8 a 98.8 a

∆fH (M frag) = ∆fH (ion) + Σ∆fH (F)− ∆fH (M)
M→ m/z 245 211.4 212.4 210.1 211.0 209.7
M→ m/z 229 214.9 a 218.8 a 232.3
M→ m/z 187 221.1 219.9 218.3 220.1 254.7
M→ m/z 171 243.5 a 218.1 a 249.6
M→ m/z 159 a 220.0 a 218.2 a
M→ m/z 127 284.1 289.5 267.1 264.9 318.0
M→ m/z 101 a 221.1 a 219.8 a

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/app13137530/s1
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/app13137530/s1
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Table A2. ∆fH database (kcal/mol) calculated with PM7 [11]. The letter “a” indicates the absence of
the respective value.

Structure→ DAF (4) DAG (1) DAGal (3) DAM (2) DAS (5)

∆fH(M) −277.1 −280.8 −277.7 −281.7 −281.6

∆fH (ion)
m/z 245 −99.4 −102.0 −96.2 −102.1 −100.7
m/z 229 −54.3 a −41.6 a −34.0
m/z 187 −37.5 −33.4 −37.7 −38.2 −11.5
m/z 171 13.2 a 40.4 a 36.5
m/z 159 a 14.3 a 14.6 a
m/z 127 109.7 155.7 118.8 87.9 161.6
m/z 101 a 89.9 a 89.9 a

∆fH (M frag) = ∆fH (ion) + Σ∆fH (F)− ∆fH (M)
M→ m/z 245 205.6 206.7 209.5 207.6 208.8
M→ m/z 229 201.5 a 214.8 a 226.2
M→ m/z 187 212.1 219.8 212.5 216.0 242.6
M→ m/z 171 213.5 a 241.4 a 241.3
M→ m/z 159 a 220.5 a 221.6 a
M→ m/z 127 283.0 332.8 292.9 265.9 339.5
M→ m/z 101 a 215.6 a 213.5 a

Table A3. ∆fH database (kcal/mol) calculated with DFT (B3LYP/6-31G) [11]. The letter “a” indicates
the absence of the respective value.

Structure→ DAF (4) DAG (1) DAGal (3) DAM (2) DAS (5)

∆fH(M) −1559.5 −1565.4 −1562.9 −1564.0 −1566.7

∆fH (ion)
m/z 245 −1264.7 −1266.0 −1263.3 −1267.8 −1273.3
m/z 229 −1239.6 a −1227.6 a −1237.7
m/z 187 −867.0 −873.4 −870.4 −865.2 −830.3
m/z 171 −827.6 a −835.4 a −815.7
m/z 159 a −728.9 a −726.2 a
m/z 127 −522.8 −531.4 −534.6 −554.1 −494.5
m/z 101 a −465.7 a −465.7 a

∆fH (M frag) = ∆fH (ion) + Σ∆fH (F)− ∆fH (M)
M→ m/z 245 206.3 211.0 211.0 207.8 204.9
M→ m/z 229 213.5 a 228.8 a 222.6
M→ m/z 187 210.5 210.0 210.5 216.8 254.4
M→ m/z 171 232.0 a 227.5 a 251.1
M→ m/z 159 a 229.4 a 230.7 a
M→ m/z 127 266.2 263.5 257.8 239.4 301.8
M→ m/z 101 a 227.8 a 223.2 a

Table A4. ∆fG database (kcal/mol) calculated with DFT (B3LYP/6-31G) [11]. The letter “a” indicates
the absence of the respective value.

Structure→ DAF (4) DAG (1) DAGal (3) DAM (2) DAS (5)

∆fG (M) −1886.7 −1892.7 −1892.1 −1891.0 −1895.0

∆fG (ion)
m/z 245 −1557.9 −1557.4 −1557.3 −1559.4 −1567.4
m/z 229 −1523.3 a −1510.7 a −1519.8
m/z 187 −1072.4 −1076.9 −1075.9 −1070.0 −1032.0
m/z 171 −1019.7 a −1031.1 a −1005.5
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Table A4. Cont.

Structure→ DAF (4) DAG (1) DAGal (3) DAM (2) DAS (5)

m/z 159 a −913.0 a −911.2 a
m/z 127 −654.9 −663.0 −665.1 −686.7 −624.9
m/z 101 a −591.7 a −591.7 a

∆fG (M frag) = ∆fG (ion) + Σ∆fG (F)− ∆fG (M)
M→ m/z 245 219.4 225.9 225.4 222.2 218.3
M→ m/z 229 226.6 A 244.6 a 238.4
M→ m/z 187 238.7 240.2 240.7 245.5 287.4
M→ m/z 171 264.1 A 258.1 a 286.6
M→ m/z 159 a 245.2 a 245.4 a
M→ m/z 127 309.1 306.9 304.3 281.6 347.3
M→ m/z 101 a 244.7 a 239.6 a

k(E) = v×
(

E− E0

E

)s−1
, (A1)

k(E) = v× e−(s−1) E0
E , (A2)

where k is the rate constant for the dissociation of isolated ions as a function of internal
energy, E, and activation energy of the reaction, E0, while ν is a frequency factor that is
determined by the number and density of vibrational states. The exponent is given by the
number of degrees of freedom, s, minus 1 for the breaking bond [18].

Table A5. The ICs of primary ions from the mass spectra of the standards (1–5), recorded at 70, 20, 15,
10, and 5 eV. The letter “a” indicates the absence of the respective value.

Ion DAF 70 eV DAG 70 eV DAGal 70 eV DAM 70 eV DAS 70 eV

m/z 245 846,208 552,640 813,440 703,872 619,840
m/z 229 211,264 1227 6740 3596 75,632
m/z 187 46,528 246,784 155,456 177,984 125,816
m/z 171 314,560 775 38,872 1329 197,952
m/z 159 815 41,928 1171 11,662 134,144
m/z 127 341,120 231,872 185,664 122,176 96,888
m/z 101 53,168 613,952 54,928 547,136 117,048

Ion DAF 20 eV DAG 20 eV DAGal 20 eV DAM 20 eV DAS 20 eV

m/z 245 282,816 403,072 211,520 419,392 638,528
m/z 229 64,576 332 1401 1486 78,920
m/z 187 12,985 179,456 40,480 102,544 106,456
m/z 171 105,728 560 11,025 585 199,744
m/z 159 194 32,104 325 7702 161,472
m/z 127 118,432 158,784 49,808 64,896 79,624
m/z 101 18,488 503,040 16,568 362,240 101,728

Ion DAF 15 eV DAG 15 eV DAGal 15 eV DAM 15 eV DAS 15 eV

m/z 245 16,9152 129,848 131,328 186,560 338,880
m/z 229 37,448 a 984 a 39,928
m/z 187 7193 53,656 23,832 42,736 47,264
m/z 171 55,600 a 6233 a 96,712
m/z 159 138 11,515 176 3849 96,440
m/z 127 58,848 51,576 24,688 26,824 37,648
m/z 101 8954 240,512 9001 209,344 55,768
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Table A5. Cont.

Ion DAF 10 eV DAG 10 eV DAGal 10 eV DAM 10 eV DAS 10 eV

m/z 245 30,072 26,792 41,240 35,904 77,624
m/z 229 6135 a 243 a 8035
m/z 187 894 9062 6175 6425 6633
m/z 171 6110 a 1637 a 13,461
m/z 159 a 1964 50 667 18,224
m/z 127 5320 5395 4504 2574 4274
m/z 101 663 39,784 1730 28,120 6267

Ion DAF 5 eV DAG 5 eV DAGal 5 eV DAM 5 eV DAS 5 eV

m/z 245 4520 4604 4083 5921 7360
m/z 229 825 a a a 749
m/z 187 a 659 305 523 152
m/z 171 189 a 65 a 319
m/z 159 a 116 a 93 873
m/z 127 96 67 a 71 a
m/z 101 a 1989 56 1616 60
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